Patient Counseling Tools for Improving Adherence to Antiretroviral Therapy
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ABSTRACT

Patient counseling were intended to improve adherence and maintaining quality of life. Antiretroviral adherence is the second strongest predictor of progression to AIDS and death, after CD4 count. Incomplete adherence to ART is common in all groups of treating individuals. The commonest cause of ART failure is poor adherence. Several factors associated with poor adherence include a poor patient-clinician relationship, high pill burden, forgetfulness, mental depression, lack of patient education, inability of patients to identify their medications, drug toxicity, beliefs about treatment and the impression of being too ill for treatment. Counseling steps include establishing the rapport between the patient and pharmacist, developing individual treatment plan and using of information sheets, compliance aids, leaflets can be helpful in better understanding about the ART regimen they are taking. The key to successful is educating the patient before the initiation of therapy, supporting ART initiation as the patient first starts taking medications, and continuously monitoring and supporting adherence. Using of adherence devices like pill boxes, reminders and visual medication schedules can improve the adherence towards the antiretroviral drugs and can improve the outcome in HIV patient receiving ART.
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INTRODUCTION

Patient counseling is a primary duty of modern pharmacists; therefore, patient counseling should be part of the pharmacists’ training. Tailoring to the needs of the individual patient can help to optimize the participant needs. Keys of effective patient counseling skills include listening, questioning, empathy, respect, and negotiation. Based on the current knowledge, good patient counseling should be a two-way interactive communicating process, where participants are invited to respond and seek further information should they want it. The purpose of the patient counseling is to understand the needs of patients and problem solving skills of the patient for the purpose of improving adherence, maintaining quality of health and quality of life. Clinicians and patients face many challenges associated with antiretroviral therapy (ART). Antiretroviral adherence is the second strongest predictor of progression to AIDS and death, after CD4 count. Incomplete adherence to ART is common in all groups of treating individuals. The commonest cause of ART failure is poor adherence. Adherence should be assessed and routinely reinforced by everyone in the clinical team (Physician, counsellors, nurses, pharmacists, peer educators, NGO workers etc.) at each of the patient's visits to the clinic. Studies indicate that 90-95% of the doses should be adhered to for optimal suppression. Lesser degrees of adherence are often associated with virological failure. Maintaining the optimal level of adherence is difficult. Adherence clearly has been associated with CD4 count in a number of settings. The association between adherence and clinical progression is associated with the full suppression of the viral load. Several factors associated with poor adherence include a poor patient-clinician relationship, high pill burden, forgetfulness, mental depression, lack of patient education, inability of patients to identify their medications, drug toxicity, beliefs about treatment and the impression of being too ill for treatment.

This article reviews the current understanding of antiretroviral adherence and counseling strategies for improving adherence.

COUNSELING FOR TREATMENT PREPARATION AND ADHERENCE

STEP 1: Establishing the rapport and relationship with the patient

1. Provide necessary information and guidance to the patient.
2. Encouraging peer participation and help identify treatment support person.
3. Developing an individual treatment plan, fitting ART into the patient's lifestyle, daily events and identifying treatment reminders.
4. Assess patient's readiness for and commitment to ART. Readiness to commence ART may be assessed by
   a) Past ability to attend clinic regularly and not miss appointments
   b) Co-trimoxazole past ability to complete a full course of TB therapy
5. Adherence to recommended regimens should be >95% to avoid development of ART drug resistance. This means missing >3 doses per month is associated with an increased risk to drug resistance and failure.
6. If patient have difficulty in adhering to regular doses, reinforce adherence counseling. List barriers to adherence and develop strategies overcome these barriers.
7. Treatment is lifelong
8. The timing of drug intake is crucial and missed doses can be taken up to 6 hours later in a twice-daily barriers. If >6 hours elapse, skip the dose and take next normal dose.
9. Counseling for the dietary requirements with ART drugs
10. Explaining the side-effects of the drugs have to be explained to and understood by the patient before commencing ART.
11. Using of information sheets, compliance aids, leaflets can be helpful in better understanding about the ART regimen they are taking.
12. People on ART need to continue to use condoms regularly and practice safe injecting drug use.
13. Other medications, including herbal/traditional products and dietary supplements may interact with ART. Patients need careful counseling about which medications are allowed and which are not with their ART medication.
14. Regular clinic attendance for monitoring of efficacy, side-effects and adherence is essential.
15. If patients can't keep the visiting the clinic on schedule, they should call or a home visit should be made by the social community workers.

**STEP 2:** Counseling-in One Or More Individual Sessions

1. Help the patients explore his/her feelings. Many patients are preoccupied with problems related to family, job, relationships, etc. and cannot focus on strict adherence until negative feelings about these problems are sorted out.

2. Many have no private place to store their medicines and are not able to take them in privacy. Not wanting others to know their HIV status is by far the commonest reason for poor adherence by patients. Patients must be realistic about who to confide in about their HIV status and how to tell them.
3. Check for any financial difficulties the patient may be experiencing. Some patients may not follow up if they do not have money to travel to the center, or their health may be affected by a poor diet. Help patients develop secondary support systems for themselves.

**STEP 3:** Solving Practical Problems And Creating A Treatment Plan

Points to think before initiating the ART treatment
1. Where will the ART drugs be stored?
2. Number of doses missed since the last visit?
3. Whether doses are taken at correct time?
4. If correct dose is taken?
5. Reasons for missing/incorrect dosing/non-adherence
6. Estimated proportion of doses taken using a visual analogue scale (VAS).

The key to success is educating the patient before the initiation of therapy, supporting ART initiation as the patient first starts taking medications, and continuously monitoring and supporting adherence. The reinforcement of the principles of adherence by treatment supporters, relatives, friends and community support personnel is of great help.

Adherence is under the control of the patient, educating the patient is important aspect in encouraging self management of medications and to foster honest communication between provider and patient.

**Keys words to share with the patient for improving the adherence:**
1. Missing the doses can develop Drug Resistance.
2. Even missing 2 doses in a month can develop the resistance to ART.
3. If a dose is missed, patients should take the next dose as soon as possible. However, if a dose is skipped, the patients should not double the next dose.
4. No medicine should be consumed after the expiry date. Verify the expiry date of your medicine.
5. Drugs MUST NOT be shared with family and friends.
6. Any sort of difficulty while taking medication can be discussed with the health workers.
Ask for support from Treatment supporter, family or friends. Patient counseling intended not only increased knowledge and better compliance by the patients but also makes an improvement in the quality of care. It has been established by various studies that in informed group of patients including knowledge of potential side effects, there was better compliance and safety.

Counseling facilitates rational and compliant behaviour by the patient. The basic and most common cause of the non-compliance is that the patient does not fully understand what is expected. Helping the patient to understand what is expected is the prime motive of counseling. Facilitating characteristics for effective communication are empathy, respect and warmth.

**Techniques which assist in compliance are:**

(I) Maintain a friendly, caring (rather than a brisque or impersonal) relationship with the patient, for which prerequisites are rapport building, assured confidentiality, privacy, easy accessibility and empathy;

(ii) Emphasize the key points

(iii) Give reasons for key advice

(iv) Give definite, concrete and explicit instructions

(v) Supplement and reinforce the spoken words with written information

(vi) Ensure feedback.

Before initiating antiretroviral therapy, it is essential to discuss and clarify the following points with the patient:

- AIDS is not an immediate death warrant. Induce and encourage hope.

- Therapy available today is suppressive, and not curative. But treatment helps the patient to lead a more productive life. The treatment would not only add years to the life but also a quality of life to the years. The patient may continue to acquire other illnesses associated with AIDS, including opportunistic infections. Therefore, patients should always remain under physician's care during the therapy. Periodic lab test monitoring from a reliable lab is also necessary.

- The duration of therapy is lifelong; HIV may be regarded as a chronic illness, just like diabetes or hypertension.

- Although treatment is expensive, the prices of antiretrovirals have now been reduced.

- Long term adverse events may occur, but there are drugs to manage these side effects.

- There is a potential for drug interactions with other concomitant medications.

- There may be a number of pills to be swallowed per day, depending on the antiretroviral regimen chosen. However, some of the new regimens entail taking a total of only 4-6 tablets per day.

- Adherence is critical; else the virus quickly develops resistance. This is especially important with respect to antiretroviral drugs.

- It is important to inform the patients that even if they are receiving therapy they should not donate blood and should practice protected sex, since the patient is still capable of infecting others.

- Maintenance of a regular life, exercise, personal hygiene and avoidance of infections is very important. The patient must have nutritious food, regular exercise, proper rest and sleep and avoid smoking, tension, alcohol and intoxicating drugs and contact with pets. If possible woman patients may avoid pregnancy.

**ASSESSMENT OF THE ADHERENCE**

1. **Introductory Statement:**

Make a statement acknowledging that difficulties taking antiretrovirals are common and inevitable at some point in treatment. State that one role of the clinician is to help identify these difficulties and try to make it easier for the patient to take the medication. The following is one example among many that can be used:

```
Taking pills every day is really hard. Most people have problems taking their pills at some point during treatment. I am going to ask you about problems that you have had taking your pills. Please feel comfortable telling me about pills you may have missed or taken late; I am asking because I want to make it easier for you to take them.
```

2. **Confirm Understanding of Regimen**

Using a visual aid, such as a chart that shows color images of the available antiretroviral pills, ask the patients which medications they are taking. For each of the indicated pills, ask how many and exactly how often they are taking them. Ask if they have special instructions for any of the pills, such as dietary restrictions or extra fluid requirements. If any answers are incorrect, it is important at this time to focus on clarifying the regimen prior to completing the adherence assessment.

3. **Assess Adherence**

Ask the patients about their adherence over the past 3 days, 1 day at a time. Start with the day prior to the interview (i.e., yesterday) and ask them how many of their pills they had missed or taken late that day. Then ask about the 2 days prior to that, addressing each day separately. Next, ask about how...
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many doses they had missed or taken late over the past 7 days and 30 days. If they report no missing doses, ask them how long it has been since a dose was missed. Alternatively, a VAS can be used to assess recent adherence using a more simple visual scale.15,22,25

4. Ask about Reasons for Missing Doses

Patients who report missing dose; ask them if they know the reasons why. Prompt them if they cannot offer an explanation. Common reasons why people miss medications include simply forgetting, being away from home, being too busy with other things, a schedule change, too many side effects, feeling sick or depressed, and running out of pills.16

5. Ask about Medication Side Effects or Other Problems

Ask the patients about medication side effects or other problems that they may be experiencing.17 Prompts can be offered, such as asking about nausea, diarrhoea, difficulty in swallowing the pills, headaches, fatigue, depression, or any other physical or emotional complaints.

6. Collaborate with the Patient to Facilitate Adherence

Reassure the patients again that problems with adherence are common. Explain that your concern is based on the fact that missing more than 5-10% of the doses in a month (eg, more than 3-6 doses a month in a twice-daily regimen) can lead to the medications not working well anymore, and that missing less than this would be a good goal.18 Take seriously all complaints about side effects or other physical or emotional problems and address them concretely. Offer suggestions to overcome specific obstacles the patients may have mentioned, such as the use of a watch alarm, medication organizer, extra packages of pills at work or in the car, or an unmarked bottle for enhanced privacy.19 Ask the patients if they have any ideas of their own to make it easier to take the medications. Finally, do not worry if the problem cannot be solved immediately; uncovering a problem with adherence is an important accomplishment and solutions to it can evolve in subsequent visits.20

USING ADHERENCE DEVICES:

A variety of devices that may help patients adhere to their treatment regimens are available. Most of them are simple, inexpensive, and easy to integrate into the routine care of patients on ART. Because these devices are often provided free of charge by pharmacies or pharmaceutical companies, it is usually possible for clinicians to provide these devices or for patients to obtain them on their own. The following are examples of commonly used adherence devices.21,23

MEDICATION ORGANIZERS:

Medication organizers (eg, pillboxes, medisets) are readily available and come in many different shapes and sizes appropriate to the needs of individual patients.16,22 They allow patients to organize their weekly doses of medication in 1 convenient location instead of carrying multiple pill bottles, and to verify whether they have taken a given dose. Patients taking pillboxes to appointments helps clinicians monitor for recent nonadherence.21,24 When a new regimen is prescribed, clinicians commonly supervise patients as they set up their first medication organizer. Some pharmacies also provide medications pre-filled into weekly organizers. Medication organizers are a staple of adherence case-management programs for HIV and other diseases.

REMINDERS

Reminders are particularly important given that patents cite “simply forgot” as the primary reason for missed doses.24 Common devices include alarms on watches, beepers, or other electronic items that allow for multiple daily reminders. Calendars, paper or electronic, allow patients to document scheduled doses and note when they have been taken.

VISUAL MEDICATION SCHEDULES

A visual medication schedule (VMS) shows pictures of prescribed medications superimposed upon a weekly calendar. Images of many prescribed medications are available in sticker sets provided by drug makers or in computer programs.21 It is also possible to create a VMS by affixing actual pills to a paper calendar. A VMS can help ensure that the patient understands the prescribed regimen and can help other caregivers assist in medication adherence.26 A VMS provided at each clinic visit has been shown to improve outcomes in patients receiving anticoagulation therapy, another situation requiring chronic treatment and exact adherence.

CONCLUSION

The success of the treatment depends on the patient compliance, the key factor for the therapeutic success of HIV positive patients. Educating the patient before the initiation of therapy, supporting ART initiation as the patient first starts taking medications, and continuously monitoring and supporting adherence. Pharmacists, being active members involving in the ART treatment can play an important role in providing patient counseling to improve the adherence and compliance. Moreover the patient counseling by pharmacist can improve the quality of patient care and can reduce the burden of the doctor to spend more time on examination and diagnosis of patient.
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